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The increasing lies and hypocrisy in the public realm are deeply troubling to me
I am here to help heal so we as women can be truly sovereign
I am here to do the Work.
I just feel concerned about the state of the world and I want to be part of assisting the
healing and the empowerment of women
I’m here for balancing and to take more steps on my healing path.
Wasting the enthusiasm and self expression of children via the school systems. Children
and adults being dishonored and their possibility squashed every day
I am here to encourage others to seek the truth, and be willing to step "out of line".
I know that healing through mystical realms such as freeing the witches is possible and I
want to be part of that
I’m here, having cleared my pain, and now am awake to my mission to assist in the
establishing a balance between m/f.
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The thought of women’s rights being taken away makes me frightened. I want to fight
back and win.
Witnessing all the beautiful words from you beautiful souls.
Im here to fulfill the promise that women will be empowered and able to bring the
power of love to our planet. Roe V Wade is central to our freedom of choice
My heart is heavy with the awareness of how women fit into this country. I thought I
knew. But clearly I am wrong. And I won’t stand for what’s happening to women now. I
need to be active. At 65 I am back at it. I’ve got a daughter. Granddaughter. They have
rights!

I am weary of the struggles and the needed protections against the outsider energies. I
am here to proclaim enough! on behalf of every soul in female body suits and their
families.
Freedom and respect for all, praying for the future of my female lineage and all women .
Praying for the future of my granddaughter and the next 7 generations
Thank you
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